
Chapter 3: The Genealogy of Truth (Part II) 

Some Illumination in Dark Ages 

Though Aristotle successfully unified metaphysical, ethical and natural 

philosophy through his attempts to rationally understand nature, some subsequent 

thinkers did not have the same respect for rationality’s abilities to answer all of life’s 

questions. Following in the Aristotelian tradition, the Stoics denied emotion and passion 

entirely in their attempt to maintain the rule of reason, while the Epicureans denied the 

necessity to extrapolate beyond simple experience through reason, and followed the 

dictates of pain and pleasure as their philosophy. Though the Stoics had respect for the 

power and rigor of reason, they viewed virtue as the only available means for achieving 

their ultimate ends in life (a soul entirely free from passion), ironically rendering the 

decision to adopt Stoicism irrational because Stoicism needlessly made the means and 

ends all the more difficult to achieve.i  Conversely, though the Epicureans denied the 

sophistication of reason in favor of simpler feedback mechanisms, the Epicureans were 

highly rational in their adaptation of their available means to their desired ends by 

establishing a shortcut to determining if an idea would lead to happiness.  

Skepticism, another school of thought with a far less tenuous connection to 

rationality was precipitated by the relativism of the Sophists, which denied the possibility 

of objective truth in practical philosophy. Skepticism took this doubt one step further to 

doubt the possibility that one could acquire any kind of knowledge; by continuously 

questioning their subjects about how they have come to hold their various beliefs, which 

                                                
i If the ends of the Stoics did not resemble the Greek “Eudaimonia,” one could still argue that their 
philosophy was irrational by needlessly diminishing the value of their own lives in the determination of 
their ends. 
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always regressed to reliance on sensory data, experience and common sense, the skeptics 

argued that no one could be sure that they had any knowledge at all, including 

themselves. Sextus Empiricus, a famous skeptic, foreshadowed later doubtful 

philosophers by denouncing those who thought that they had come to some firm 

conclusions as “dogmatists,” contrasted with skeptics who were eternally searching for an 

answer.1  Concerning the skeptic’s theory of the good life, as compared to an extremely 

difficult and “dogmatic” standard of living a philosophy like Stoicism set out, convincing 

oneself that one could not know anything seems like an even more difficult feat to 

accomplish, given that such a person would have to know enough to survive in the world. 

However, the skeptics never claimed to be rational in constructing their philosophy; in 

fact, they claimed just the opposite. 

 Amidst the decline of rational inquiry in philosophy, revelation in religion was on 

the rise. Philosophy was put to the service of Apologetics (the systematic justification of 

God through argumentation) to corroborate God’s revelation and formalize ethical 

absolutes; if skepticism was the poison that put philosophy in its coma, revelation was the 

cure (nothing cures doubting like believing, after all). Partially because religious scholars 

could not deny the rigor of Aristotle’s methodologies or inquiries, and partially because 

they were attracted to the idea of rationally defending an idea they believed in, Aristotle 

set the standard in how inquiry would be carried out for centuries after his death; as such, 

his conclusions also pervaded throughout the Middle Ages, up until the Renaissance as 

the philosophical standard and starting point for any discussion. However, this obsession 

led to an unjustifiable retardation in philosophy; Gottlieb claims that Aristotle “regarded 

his theories as tentative accounts that deserved to survive only insofar as they fitted the 
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facts of experience,” which after the first few centuries, one might realize is no longer the 

case.2  While it is a testament to Aristotle’s genius that his work was still applicable for 

more than the first half of the Common Era, the lack of new inquiries into the use of 

reason in finding facts and conclusions and the profound failure to utilize new and old 

knowledge to productive ends are an equal testament to the poor intellectual 

achievements of the age.  

The few notable exceptions to the unexceptional thinkers of the Middle Ages 

were almost always engaged in the practice of reconciling the classics with their own 

traditions. These scholastic thinkers, who included St. Augustine, Moses Maimonides 

(the great Jewish sage and commentator), St. Thomas Aquinas, and Al-Farabi (a famous 

Muslim commentator) employed reason as a tool for incorporating the methodology of 

Greek philosophy into the doctrines of belief provided by their own traditions of 

revelation, and the success they achieved was seen by their contemporaries as 

instrumental in reducing the effects of what one might now call cognitive dissonance 

between the world according to philosophy and the world according to revelation.ii   

The first major thinker to successfully connect classical philosophy to Christianity 

was St. Augustine. Augustine described Plato’s perfect, eternal Forms as analogous idea 

to the Christian God; they were both the immaterial sources from which all material 

reality flowed. However, Augustine drew a sharp distinction between Plato’s 

methodology and the Christian belief system. Where Plato and Aristotle argued (if not 

demonstrated in themselves) that man could use reason to arrive at greater understanding 

                                                
ii One might ask whether rational inquiry can ever legitimately justify a predetermined conclusion, but for 
now, I will withhold commentary on the validity of using reason to justify faith. The general intersection of 
philosophy and faith will be discussed in a later chapter. 
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of the universe, Augustine claimed that man was helpless without the benevolent 

intervention of God in the form of revelation, granting faith a similar (if not greater) 

status as reason as a tool of inquiry. Though Augustine professed to love the intellectual 

rigor of reason when it could be used to justify the conclusions Christianity provided, 

Gottlieb notes that Augustine failed to objectively examine the propositions set forth by 

Christian doctrine:  

After his conversion he never again stood outside this framework to examine it 
objectively. He neither seriously questioned nor tried to justify the foundations of 
Christian belief. In the end, he therefore has more in common with the early 
mythologists or theologi than with the physici (natural philosophers) whom Plato 
and Aristotle thought it worthwhile to address. In one sense, Augustine turned 
back the clock of intellectual history. He returned to a version of the comforting 
supernatural stories which most of the first philosophers sought to dispose with or 
at least to rationalize.3   

 
Indeed, Augustine’s deference to faith in the search for truth may have been a rational 

choice, selected to promote ultimate happiness and contentedness with Christianity, 

rather than to arrive at strictly objective truths. 

Augustine’s trick was not the promotion of faith relative to reason; all of 

Christianity had done that. The real genius of Augustine was allowing reason and faith to 

coexist (partially by claiming that the Greeks would have been Christians had they lived 

in an age where they had the chance), though they may seem diametrically opposed at 

times. Augustine had observed in his Confessions that man was profoundly fallible and 

would always end up in error and sin in his search for truth; only knowledge conferred by 

God could help man perceive any truths (just as the Forms were the light that enabled 

man to perceive the objects outside Plato’s Cave), and as such, faith was prior to reason 

in inquiry, but both were necessary for the acquisition of truth. 
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Around the same time, Maimonides and Al-Farabi attempted similar 

reconciliations in their own traditions, pointing to the Greek notion of purification of the 

soul through inquiry into truth (which they thought to be provided by their own 

traditions) as the example of the virtuous life. Following Augustine’s example, the next 

great attempt at integrating faith and reason in Christianity was St. Thomas Aquinas’ 

great work, Summa theologiae. Aquinas was largely concerned with developing Christian 

ideals into the kinds of ethical virtues that Aristotle described in his Nichomachean 

Ethics, but, like Augustine, denied man’s power to fully comprehend nature of right 

action on his own.4  Indeed, while Aristotle posited that one could, through practice, 

bring him or her self nearer to perfection, Aquinas deferred to the Christian principle that 

perfection is exclusively God’s domain, and as such, one could only follow the teachings 

of revelation to achieve such perfection. Aquinas co-opted the tool of reason for this end, 

teaching that prudence (his version of Aristotle’s phronesis) ought to guide one’s actions 

in attempting to be virtuous. Similarly, Aquinas examined Aristotle’s work with the 

mission of defending Christian teachings as his goal; as such, Aquinas’ treatment of 

Aristotle went to great lengths to interpret Aristotle such that it corroborated Christianity, 

rather than supplanting it. Because Aquinas presumed the existence of the Christian 

omniscient and benevolent God, he came to conclusions about mankind’s virtue and 

capacity for rationality that further disempowered inquiry into the nature of the universe, 

leaving such incomprehensible issues to God to sort out. Indeed, by limiting the power of 

reason and forcing it into the servitude of faith’s presuppositions, Aquinas allowed for 

rationality in the justifications used to defend the Church’s conclusions, but not in the 

process of free inquiry. 
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Science as a Nascent Vocation 

Countless other scholastics made similar efforts at reducing cognitive dissonance 

between philosophy and religion, but as natural philosophy grew in prominence and 

importance, this task became all the more difficult. Indeed, though the Middle Ages were 

rife with presumed conclusions and suppressed inquiry, there were some important 

developments that later enabled a renewal in rational inquiry. For one thing, William of 

Ockham developed what is known as Ockham’s Razor, a precept which dictates that the 

simplest approach to answering a question is often the correct one, especially given the 

amount of obfuscation language typically adds to any inquiry. Indeed, Ockham found that 

many of the “proofs” for God’s existence offered by the likes of Aquinas and other 

scholastics were based on conflated ideas that derived their legitimacy from imprecision 

in language.5  Ockham thought that attempts at justifying an omniscient, infinite entity 

with reason were fruitless; accepting God was only adequately justified through faith. 

Ockham’s sharp distinction between the respective functions of reason and faith allowed 

reason to be reclaimed by philosophers who could work on their own inquiries, relatively 

free from the overbearing influence of scholastics and apologetics in philosophy. 

By 1543, Copernicus, through his scientific, non-suppositional style of inquiry 

into astronomy, found deep flaws in the Ptolemaic construction of the universe, the 

proceeding authority on astronomy which was based on presumption that the Bible was 

the word of an infallible God. By deferring only to factual reality, rather than a set of 

interests he wished to advance, Copernicus proved that the Earth rotated around the sun, 

exposing the possibility of falsehood in the assumption that the bible was the literal word 

of God, even bringing the existence of God into a minor degree of doubt. Once 
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Copernican astronomy was affirmed by other independent inquirers, religious authorities, 

ironically including Martin Luther, who had championed the values of individual inquiry, 

banned the dissemination of Copernicus’ ideas without much regard for their validity 

(and certainly without attempting to verify the veracity of his assertions on their own).6 

Since such arguments clashed with the conclusions they knew to be correct as well as the 

values they wished to promote, and since such knowledge of astronomy was largely 

irrelevant at the time, the Christian scholastics may have been rationally following 

Ockham’s Razor in their denial of Copernicus. However, such a denial of reality held the 

power to retard scientific progress and inquiry into the real, underlying nature of the 

universe, to the detriment of society as a whole. 

Another thinker who deferred to reality rather than ideality was Nicolo 

Machiavelli; however, his preference for discussing the real was a first in the field of 

political philosophy. Machiavelli largely advanced his argument through historical 

examples and anecdotes; he used this standardized experience to justify his political 

analysis that those with “virtu” acted on the realistic facts of their situation, and used their 

ingenuity and reason to achieve success in spite of the forces which opposed him. Indeed, 

Machiavelli found virtú in the successful use of reason: adapting one’s available means 

(the constraints of the facts of reality) to best achieve a given end (success in a princely 

enterprise, as Machiavelli would say). Machiavelli worked ardently to remove the 

influence of the unattainable systems of ethics demanded by classical Greek philosophers 

and religious institutions alike; instead of seeking to reform men, Machiavelli 

recommended that his audience take use human nature to their own advantage. 

Machiavelli did not claim to search for some higher, eternal truth that would never lose 
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its meaning; instead, he offered practical, widely applicable solutions to political 

problems, unlike his classical antecedents who only recommended that one achieve their 

nebulous conception of virtue, he achieved great success and legitimacy. The success of 

Machiavelli’s political philosophy set the conditions for the shift from classical 

philosophy to modern philosophy; where classical philosophy concentrated on the 

unattainable ideal, modern philosophy focused on the real, material conditions of 

existence, in which the world operates.  

Francis Bacon took up the idea of inquiring into the real world to find applicable 

human knowledge, and eagerly formulated several proofs that would fall under the realm 

of science had it not been for the lack of intellectual rigor involved in their investigation. 

While Bacon’s ideas were only corroborated to a limited degree by experience, it is 

important that he used the benchmark of correspondence to reality as a determination of 

validity.iii  However, Bacon importantly believed in the power of inquiry to discover the 

causes of things, and even led to the establishment the Royal Society, an organization that 

profoundly advanced the formalization of science through the introduction of a common 

method (which would develop into the scientific method known today) and by 

professionalizing the process of scientific inquiry. The Royal Society’s membership 

included Robert Boyle and Isaac Newton, foremost thinkers in their fields who relied on 

empirically established facts to form the foundations of their inquiries.7   

Francisco Sanchez, a lesser known thinker, first coined the term “the scientific 

method” in his 1581 work Why Nothing Can be Known. Though Sanchez was a skeptic 

and ultimately argued that full knowledge of any topic was reserved for God alone, he 
                                                
iii Bacon laid the seeds for modern science by insisting that scientific inquiry, and its products, could be 
used by human reason. 
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allowed for the possibility that man could arrive at a provisional understanding of the 

workings of the universe, to the point where it was a functional but incomplete form of 

knowledge.8  Indeed, this roughly corresponds with the attitude of today’s scientific 

community, which views every testable assertion as a theory, never proven, only 

supported by the evidence up until that point. While today’s scientists might not agree 

with Sanchez that full comprehension is reserved for God, they would agree that the 

explanatory powers of observation and rationality are diminished by the limits of human 

experience, but not to a point where they are functionless. 

 Galileo Galilei promptly emerged in the argument over the limitations of human 

experience, but was largely vilified by religious authorities because of his undermining 

concurrence with the Copernican view of the solar system. Apart from Galileo’s 

observations of astronomy, Galileo was condemned for his assertion that all matter in the 

universe was composed of particles that, in and of themselves, did not have intrinsic 

qualities such as color, taste, smell, and so on, but that the existence of such qualities was 

at least partially dependent on subjective human perception.9  In this capacity, Galileo 

was a skeptic, undermining the Rationalism that had come to be associated with Christian 

scholasticism, in support of a natural philosophy which by then had been established as 

science. However, Galileo’s use of the most current facts available, having derived from 

the most technologically advanced scientific methodologies, indicates that he adopted 

thought truth to be dependent on facts, and therefore, in some sense, objective. 

Rationales and Empirics: Infighting in Inquiry 

 If Bacon and Galileo’s revolution in natural philosophy had ushered in an era of 

rational scientific inquiry into objective natural truths, Thomas Hobbes’ self-proclaimed 
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revolution in political science ushered in a new era of thought in the realm of normative 

philosophy. Hobbes observed the way the scientific method relied on strictly logical 

chains of causation to render its findings indisputable, and found that by finding 

universally unifying characteristics, one could establish a connection between the 

objective and the qualitative. In his seminal work, The Leviathan, Hobbes proposed to 

have reduced all of mankind to one universal urge: the aversion to violent death. From 

this one universal, Hobbes used reason to extrapolate the rest of human history; in brief, 

humans emerged from a chaotic and violent state of nature by sacrificing their naturally 

unlimited right to self-defense in the form of a Social Contract to the benevolent 

Leviathan who can more efficiently impose security. Hobbes determined through 

rational, theoretical inquiry that since all humans wanted security, imposing an order with 

security maximized was justified since it theoretically adapted available means to the 

desired ends most efficiently. However, Hobbes understood that religion undermined the 

commonality of the aversion to violent death by making heaven the final end, rather than 

life and security; because Hobbes’ inquiry was guided by his observations of how 

individuals act in its own interests in a society, one could argue that Hobbes was an 

empiricist. Hobbes’ introduction of political science, along with Machiavelli’s shift in 

attention from the ideal to the real, represents the modernization of philosophy. Unlike 

Machiavelli though, Hobbes was somewhat interested in the concept of objective or 

necessary truths; Hobbes’ project required that he achieve universal legitimacy for his 

propositions to motivate desirable results, and by claiming that his observations 

necessitated his conclusions, Hobbes compared his work to science. No longer was the 

default politico-philosophical recommendation to attempt to make men better; rather, 
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political science sought to deal with men as they are, though he rationally proceeded from 

certain facts to establish less certain conclusions, in a style not too dissimilar from the 

one Parmenides had established thousands of years beforehand. 

 John Locke took up Hobbes’ idea of a state of nature, but used the premise to 

come to the conclusion that man needed protection from abuse in the form of a social 

contract that protected everyone’s liberties, rather than expropriating them. Because 

Locke, unlike Hobbes, supposed that everyone began life with a tabula rasa (a blank 

slate), on which empirical experience formed one’s habits and opinions, Locke 

determined that no agreements or ideas could be imposed through an assumed social 

contract. Locke’s conception of the tabula rasa guaranteed that the various participants 

would only be unified by the evidence of experience and the observable benefit conferred 

by such a plan, rather than its inherent legitimacy, so he rejected Hobbes’ ideas on the 

grounds that, when implemented in reality, a social contract would only lead to the 

manipulation of the very people it was supposed to protect. Though Locke argued for 

egalitarianism on his assumptions about good governance, his philosophy reveals that 

empirically checking an idea (in this case, Hobbes’ conclusions) against reality is the act 

of inquiry that conferred validity to a proposition; otherwise, a theoretically derived 

proposition only has authority insofar as one agrees with the assumptions and logic of its 

creator.10  It was their divergent attitudes towards what constitutes truth that caused 

Locke and Hobbes to arrive at fundamentally different assessments of how to best adapt 

the means (political realities) to the ends (a happy society); however, this discrepancy 

does not imply a fault of reason. In answering a question as nuanced and ephemeral as 

what comprises good government, it is no surprise that human inquiry has not come to 
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certain, absolute conclusions, even when using the demonstrably powerful tool of 

rationality. Similar nascent political and philosophical theories were developed in the 

early Renaissance, a period marked by attempts to minimize the number of assumptions 

necessary to arrive at a philosopher’s conclusions, thus making them all the more 

objective and universal, and therefore nearer to truth. 

 One successful rationalist attempt at knowledge, if slightly overstated in its degree 

of success, was René Descartes’ attempt at establishing knowledge through reason in the 

face of extreme skepticism.iv  In attempting to prove the merits of Rationalism, Descartes 

constructed a strong skeptical challenge in order to demonstrate that theoretical reason 

(theoria) was the only tool that could disarm the dilemma; he supposed that all the 

information he perceived was provided by a malevolent deceiver intent on leaving no 

impression of the real world for the deceived to discover. Even in the face of losing 

certitude in all the data one has come to know through experience, Descartes was able to 

conclude that there must be some entity in existence to perceive the deception in the first 

place; this conclusion was popularized by his formulation Cogito, Ergo Sum (I think, 

therefore I am). The Cogito is widely considered to be an exceptionally objective truth 

that holds up against the most extreme form of doubt, and requires no faith or other input 

to inquiry other than theoria. However, the level of instrumentality in this truth is so 

basic that one would have to be profoundly irrational to have not believed it in the first 

place.v  Descartes had tried to establish the necessary existence of God in the same line of 

                                                
iv Descartes is often viewed as the beginning of the tradition of continental rationalism, though this concept 
may only be useful in retrospect, since he and other rationalists did not employ purely rational methods, nor 
did their empiricist counterparts use purely empirical argumentation.  
v It seems as though there is a significant inverse relationship between the degree of certitude a proposition 
bears and the additional degree of usefulness it has to offer upon acceptance. As such, the most certain 
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rationalist inquiry, which used no experience or prior knowledge to come to its 

conclusions; sadly for the rationalists, Descartes’ assumptions were not universally 

shared and his logic proved less rigorous in trying to prove the existence of an 

omniscient, benevolent deity than it was in proving the existence of some entity which 

can process mental perceptions. 

 In the nascent empiricist tradition, a Scottish philosopher named David Hume also 

worked in the exhaustingly perennial field of natural religion.vi  If science and natural 

philosophy represented man’s attempts to come at knowledge of the world without any 

contestable presuppositions, natural religion represented philosophy’s effort to establish 

logical proof of God’s existence without contestable assumptions. Hume discussed 

arguments for and against the existence of Godvii to this end, yet refused to employ 

theoria in such a capacity. Throughout his works, Hume used the empirical 

“experimental method” of science in his philosophy and endeavored to use exclusively 

empirical evidence on the belief that no one could contest the validity of established 

observations, which would therefore constitute knowledge.11  The school of thought 

known as Empiricism was embodied by Hume’s reliance on facts and the stringent use of 

the scientific method in philosophy; Empiricism relies on certain, repeatable 

                                                                                                                                            
suppositions, like the idea that one perceiving data must have some form of existence to perceive it in the 
first place is almost totally useless, unless one is an extreme skeptic (which is probably irrational in 
achieving the good life in the first place). 
vi In his discussion of natural religion, Hume directly addresses many of the current arguments used in the 
Intelligent Design controversy, so I will present them in the context of that discussion, in an effort to keep 
the genealogy of truth to only describing philosophers’ outlooks on truth and inquiry. 
vii Because of the contentious nature of proving and disproving God, Hume obscured his own opinion on 
the subject in the arguments of the skeptical, agnostic character Philo in the Dialogues Concerning Natural 
Religion. However, it is unclear whether or not Philo’s actions represent Hume’s opinion entirely since 
Philo unnecessarily acquiesces in the end and admits to his own personal faith in the existence of God. 
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observations, rather than abstract deductions and inferences the likes of which rationalists 

like Descartes employed in their proofs.  

Hume asserted that one had to begin philosophy by establishing the reliability of 

his or her sensory experience in order to perform legitimate, objective inquiry, since our 

minds only perceive ideas and have no method of delineating between a fact and a 

mistaken impression that resembles a fact.12  Hume’s skepticism in this regard formed the 

basis for his critique on philosophers that claim knowledge of objective, external truths. 

Hume believed that true knowledge of the external world is impossible because the 

information we use to come to such conclusions is always influenced by the potentially 

subjective perceptions of the mind; as such, Hume could never be certain whether or not 

one’s perceptions of entities other than oneself constituted facts.13  This attitude towards 

inquiry reveals Hume’s attitude towards the standards of truth; if a proposition is not 

made evident by the perceived facts of reality in the course of experience (the only 

common link between individuals), it could not be sufficiently objective to be labeled an 

external truth.viii  However, this skeptical attitude towards knowledge does not imply that 

Hume denied the existence of external ideas and objects; rather, it indicates that one has 

no basis for believing that which one has not experienced. Such a critique necessarily 

applies whenever someone attempts to label a universal proposition about some topic 

“truth,” since one cannot have directly observed universal consistency between the 

proposition and reality, though this is the only determination of truth. One scholar wrote, 

                                                
viii Though such a standard seems overly stringent, it approximates Plato and Aristotle’s correspondence 
theory of truth, where reality is the ultimate arbiter of the truth of a proposition. The only difference is that 
while Hume restricted the mechanism for the legitimate perception of facts to episteme, others have been 
more open to the conclusions drawn from the other intellectual virtues. As such, Hume judges truth on the 
correspondence to perception rather than reality, since external reality is unknowable to Hume. 
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quoting Hume’s empirics, “Experience is ‘our only guide in reasoning concerning matters 

of fact.’  The ultimate court of appeal is always for any one ‘the immediate object of his 

senses.’…True it is that the senses ‘give us disproportioned images of things;’ but it is by 

further sense-experience that we learn of and correct such errors.”14   

In making such allegations about appearances, Hume asserted that any 

explanation using extrapolation beyond the confines of one’s own experience was 

unreliable because the evidence that the act of extrapolation presumes to exist is 

unverifiable. Hume’s skepticism partly derived from the non-universality (read: bias) of 

the theoretical assumptions made by rationalists like Descartes or Plato, especially with 

regard to their inquiries into the metaphysical entities with which they could have had no 

direct experience, undermining the basis for such assumptions. Hume precluded the 

entire field of metaphysics as a legitimate form of philosophy since there is nothing to 

guarantee certainty about any conclusions reached within its inquiry. Hume also found 

one particularly damning flaw in rationalists’ assumptions: that causation was not certain 

to exist in the way we all assume it does. Hume argued that we presume certain events to 

be linked causally because we observe them to follow one another; Hume argued that all 

of our ideas were merely representations of prior sensory experience. Since sensory 

experience could not be used alone to prove causation, without some independent force to 

discern facts from these representations, Hume temporarily dismantled causation as a key 

component of rationalist logic and inquiry.  

Just as Hume argued that experience cannot give rise to the formulation of 

universal propositions, he also identified what is now known as the “is-ought problem,” 

or, as G.E. Moore later termed it, the “naturalistic fallacy.”  Hume observed the 
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commonly abused difference between positive statements (concerning what is) and 

normative statements (concerning what ought to be), and denounced the philosophical 

linkage of the former to the latter, a transgression of which the Greeks were unabashedly 

guilty. Hume argued that one could not use descriptive statements about the way the 

world does operate (or the way nature operates) as the basis to discuss the way the world 

ought to operate; one does not imply the other since the world is not inherently good or 

desirable. As such, Hume affirmed scientific objectivity in his outlook towards truth at 

the cost of the legitimacy of political philosophy; he believed that no qualitative 

statement could comprise an objective truth, that most truths are subjective but functional 

for interacting with the world, and that though some truths may be objective, they are 

only knowable through the most austerely scientific inquiry available, not some two-bit 

politician with a convincing-sounding idea of what justice might require. Hume’s attitude 

set a high critical standard for truth and knowledge, a standard which had not been so 

difficult to attain since Plato advocated for philosophy to work to define the Forms. 

By Virtue of a Faculty: Reason and its Discontents 

While Hume’s critique of enlightenment rationalists solidifies his role as the 

paradigmatic scientific empiricist, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel is widely regarded as 

an archetypical rationalist of his own age. However, a critical intervening philosopher, 

Immanuel Kant, was instrumental to all subsequent philosophic inquiry in his attempt to 

reconcile both traditions of Rationalism and Empiricism. By the time Kant began his 

philosophic work, the Rationalism-Empiricism divide in thinking had become 

pronounced and noticeable, with professional science slowly moving towards Empiricism 

and philosophy maintaining the importance of metaphysics, a decidedly rationalistic 
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attitude, since the justification for the use of metaphysics was always that it was the 

product of reasoned analysis and nothing else. As was fashionable at the time, Kant 

worked in natural theology, attempting to provide metaphysical, rationalistic proofs for 

the existence of God. However, upon reading Hume, Kant recognized his own failing in 

lacking an appropriate grounding for his own metaphysics; in the introduction to his later 

work, Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics, Kant wrote, “I openly confess my 

recollection of David Hume was the very thing which many years ago first interrupted 

my dogmatic slumber and gave my investigations in the field of speculative philosophy a 

quite new direction.”15  Though metaphysical abstractions were more appealing to Kant 

than Hume, Kant recognized that Rationalism had never established a warrant to connect 

the conclusions provided by abstract reasoning to the philosophical problems posed by 

reality; Rationalism was merely assumed to bear on reality by convention.  

Kant’s entire philosophical project involved working to rehabilitate Rationalism 

by establishing a legitimate warrant and grounds for abstract reason to apply to human 

life. Realizing that Hume’s critique of causation could be applied to undermine both a 

priori/a posteriori reasoning and synthetic/analytic judgments (two distinctions which 

separately had been used to understand human knowledge, but never before in 

conjunction), Kant wrote his groundbreaking Critique of Pure Reason and the more 

accessible, aforementioned Prolegomena to explain the relationship between objective 

knowledge and the faculties of human perception and thought that Kant identified as 

inherently influenced by the way in which we experience the world. Kant argued there 

are certain truths in synthetic, a priori judgments (i.e., necessarily universal, informative 

judgments that could be determined intuitively, without a basis in experience, like “2 + 2 
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= 4,” or “objects change position with respect to their velocity and the amount of time 

elapsed,” and so on), which is almost exclusively comprised of mathematics and the 

sciences; Kant demonstrated that these were the only subjects with facts that could be 

known through reason divorced from experience, though he thought these rules were 

derivatives of the “pure intuitions” of our perceptive faculties. Because the objects of the 

world always conform to the facts our faculties implicitly assume exist, Kant legitimated 

the intuitive aspect of pure reason as a tool which can be used as a grounding for 

knowledge of objective truths, but then immediately diverged from the rationalist 

tradition and claimed that reason cannot be used to understand much beyond itself and 

other synthetic, a priori judgments.  

Our perception of reality is continuously “biased” by our faculties of sensibility 

and understanding, Kant asserted; these faculties actively shape the data that one receives 

from experience by artificially organizing data with respect to the principles of time, 

space, causation, and other relational mechanisms. Just because the external world 

conforms to these principles, Kant argued, does not exclude the possibility that our minds 

are organized to cause those perceptions; however, Kant noted that the world would be an 

unintelligible confusion if humans lacked these faculties. The external world for Kant is 

indistinguishable by the human mind, but one can know that “things-in-themselves” exist 

to be observed, though these observations are biased by the composition of our faculties. 

However, Kant argued that rationality is not obscured from knowledge of itself and other 

human mental faculties (him admitting so would invalidate his whole project, after all); 

Kant called for a shift in metaphysics from attempting to establish external objective 

truths, an enterprise which is hopelessly biased by the necessary evils of the faculties of 
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sensibility and understanding, to the examination of the mind’s process of perception, 

which is unbiased since the faculty of reason can examine the other mental faculties 

without external inputs to inquiry. Along these lines, Kant concluded that one can 

understand the form reality composes but not its content, since one can understand the 

way the mind perceives, but never break out of that perspective to examine the initial 

stimuli that gave rise for a specific, a posteriori perception.  

Kant walked the line between Rationalism and Empiricism, and essentially 

pointed out the strengths and weaknesses in philosophic inquiry which applied to both. 

He admitted that one could have knowledge of truth through reason alone, but that it was 

limited to knowledge of the mind itself, while acknowledging that knowledge of the 

external world comes through experience, but that Empiricism’s tabula rasa conception 

of the human mind ignored the mind’s effects on perception and underestimated the 

abilities of reason in determining true propositions.ix  In a chapter of his Critique of 

Practical Reason with the satirical phrase “the Dialectic of Pure Reason” in the title, 

Kant noted that philosophy had stopped making legitimate progress because apparently 

equally valid arguments from reason had been proving precisely opposite conclusions. 

Kant’s work, which he called Transcendental Idealism, was the first to restrict philosophy 

from examining the typical, external objects of inquiry, limiting legitimate philosophic 

inquiry to the instrument making the inquiry itself: the human mind. However, since the 

human mind was inextricably connected to many of the other branches of philosophy, 

                                                
ix Breaking from the largely rationalist tradition before him, Kant’s standard of truth was extremely high, as 
the empiricist tradition would warrant; his critique of reason implied that perceiving correspondence is a 
potentially contrived adaptive technique “hard-wired” into the mind’s faculties of sensibility and 
understanding. As such, Kant required the indisputable logical necessity of a proposition, rather than a test 
of its correspondence with a potentially biased perception of reality, for it to qualify as truth. 
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Kant prolifically established similar rationalist arguments designed to meet the standards 

of skeptics, who had mostly objected to scholastic uses of reasoned abstractions. For one, 

Kant codified the Golden Rule using reason in the creation of the categorical imperative, 

which was meant to give the public a basis for morality ground in reason, rather than 

revelation. Kant’s project of making philosophy’s conclusions more legitimate appealed 

to the public because of its foundations in reason and acknowledgment of its limits, as 

opposed to other modes of inquiry, which appealed to other, less universally appealing 

ideals. 

Ironically, Kant’s Transcendental Idealism laid the foundation for the early 19th 

Century rationalist Hegel to lay out his monolithic ideas of absolute idealism and the 

philosophy of history: admirable examples of reason run amok. Reminiscent of 

Parmenides of Ancient Greece, Hegel’s beliefs about the mind’s access to external reality 

(that there must be a point of connection between an event and an idea for such an idea to 

have any knowledge of the event) caused him to see the universe as perfectly logically 

connected, and therefore monistic; this view, in turn, necessitated his belief that an 

object’s identity was inherently connected to its negation, or else the full understanding 

of such an object, which for Hegel implied a dialectic understanding, would not be 

possible.16  Taking his cues from Parmenides and Kant, Hegel made a relatively small 

assumption about the way mental constructs and ideas interact with reality, and expanded 

the idea into an overarching system of philosophy. Hegel came to many absolutist and 

somewhat obtuse conclusions in his philosophy, including: the “cunning of reason,” the 

“Absolute Spirit,” and the historical dialectic guarantee that history was moving 

humanity towards a future of unlimited freedom and reason; the ethical consequences of 
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particular actions are irrelevant since it will be observed by later generations within the 

framework of reason and appropriately admonished or praised for the maximization of 

freedom; and history (in the sense of being a contest of ideas) has “ended” in man’s (i.e., 

Hegel’s) recognition that history itself is a dialectical process meant to realize freedom as 

its final goal. Though Hegel built his philosophy from relatively small assumptions and 

an expansive and creative use of logic, his conclusions, which left management of the 

world to the spirit of reason and practically absolved acts as heinous as genocide (since 

they serve a purpose in the historical dialectic), were grounds for many later philosophers 

to bitterly criticize Hegel’s work and other absolutist and “dogmatic” philosophies on the 

basis of unacceptable conclusions rather than logical failings.  

Though many of Hegel’s detractors criticized him for the moral problems posed 

by his justification for the historical absolution of responsibility, Hegel’s philosophy of 

history had a distinctly Victorian attitude towards progress and freedom shared by his 

critics. The scientific community had firmly adopted empiricism as its guiding standard 

for objective, scientific truth; embedded in the scientific method, scientific empiricism 

entailed experimentation as the means to assess the truth of a proposed hypothesis, which 

took the form of propositions about physical facts. Though the scientific community 

adopted Empiricism’s inherent disdain for absolute conclusions, Pierre-Simon de Laplace 

opened up new avenues for inquiry by establishing the use of statistics and probability in 

the sciences. Statistics allowed scientists to directly check and compare degrees of 

universality of various propositions and relationships; Laplace invented the method of 

least-squares regression, which allowed scientists to describe the strength of a 

relationship, and, more importantly, allowed scientists to compensate for error inherent in 
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the process of data collection (known as the Law of Error), by using statistics to 

compensate for deviations in accuracy (also known as bias).17   

As the scientific method was being used to minimize bias in the scientific 

community’s inquiries, science as a discipline grew in legitimacy, largely due to its 

unparalleled method of ensuring objectivity, repeatability, and thus, the universality of its 

conclusions; science had established transparent, enforceable rules to ensure the 

rationality of its inquiry. The general public’s favorable perception of science grew since 

these standards demanded that anyone could test a hypothesis and verify it through their 

own experience; the public could check any conclusions of the method for themselves, 

removing the possible grounds for objection in any issue and encouraging deliberative 

consensus instead of irresolvable rationalistic debates with competing metaphysical 

inferences as their only respective warrants for legitimacy. The emerging universal 

legitimacy of science guaranteed that it would not be long before intellectuals attempted 

the mission of creating a scientific outlook on philosophy, as Hobbes had, but with 

formalized statistics and scientific method as new tools and the work of Kant and Hegel 

to illustrate the possibilities of reason in forming a complete philosophic system.  

Auguste Comte, a French intellectual trained in science as well as philosophy and 

history, established the school of thought known as Positivism, which attempted to 

integrate all the various social and natural sciences with the scientific method to form a 

comprehensive tool for understanding the world’s operation; a chief product of 

Positivism was the creation of the field of sociology, a social science designed by Comte 

in his development of Positivism to achieve a scientific understanding of how people 

behave (Comte also coined the name sociology).18  Comte used Hegel’s idea of the 
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progression of history when he argued that human understanding progressed through 

“three stages” of sophistication in terms of how it views the world’s operation: the 

theological, the metaphysical, and the positive. The theological stage is characterized by 

explanations involving the will of supernatural deities, the metaphysical stage consists of 

rationalist philosophical abstraction, and the positive stage (the one Comte believed 

himself to help usher in) involved the synthetic scientific understanding of phenomena 

aided by the positive use of statistics and the sciences to determine objective truths.19  

Comte also attempted to use the positive synthetic analysis of the world to construct a 

normative principle of social organization, although his attempts in both positive and 

normative sociology failed to meet the high standards of scientific methodology he had 

set for Positivism because of the difficulty in establishing any safe conclusions in the 

nascent discipline without laxity in the rigor of the scientific method.20 

Positivism’s power to analyze social, philosophic, and political issues through a 

rational, scientific framework did not eliminate competing goals and values from inquiry. 

In the pre-Civil War South, biased, racist arguments using a scientific-sounding form of 

argumentation identified black people as a distinct, nonhuman species, justifying the 

exploitation of African-Americans as slaves in many minds. Similarly, Hegel’s 

philosophy and numerous other complex philosophical “theodicies,” (justification for the 

existence of evil) used reason explicitly in attempts to legitimate what most of society 

instinctively believed to be severe social ills, like socio-economic class divisions, war, 

natural disasters, and so on. Though reason was being used by many to solve social 

problems, reason was also being used to identify legitimate grounds for allowing them to 

persist. After the American Civil War an even more influential idea was developed by 
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Charles Darwin: the principles of natural selection and evolution. Darwin used an 

extensive amount of empirics to suggest that speciation occurred as a result of selection 

and variation based on competition for scarce resources, not from God’s independent 

creation of fixed species. The theory offered a convincing alternative explanation to God 

in describing the world’s development which angered many who had taken belief in God 

as a given; we are still working through the ramifications of Darwin’s theory today.x  

Because of the inaccessibility of such obtuse uses of reason, the public had begun to 

perceive that reason was not so universal, depending on who was using it, and could run 

amok on its own, allowing those who could abuse reason to come to precisely opposite 

conclusions that most laypersons would have determined on their own. Though other 

philosophers would accentuate the public’s mistrust of reason as a tool for productive 

inquiry, the audacity of many rationalistic approaches set up reason to fail. 

Amidst all the advances in rational, scientific inquiry in the 19th Century, religious 

scholasticism had widely acknowledged the importance of rationality in inquiry, as 

evidenced by the prevalence of natural theology. The mission of natural theology was to 

objectively prove the existence of God (and, somewhat superfluously, God’s Christian 

nature) to anyone who would listen, consistent with the methodology of science and 

without having to appeal to anecdotal accounts of revelation or other supposedly 

supernatural phenomenological evidence. Again, having taking their answer as given, and 

searching for justifications for their predetermined solution, scholastics failed to fulfill 

the requirements of objectivity and universality in rational inquiry, and were guaranteed 

to fail in producing a truly rational natural theology. Because academics could easily 

                                                
x I will reserve further discussion of Darwin and his theory for the Intelligent Design case study. 
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accept and respect the tools used by natural theology, the quest for objective knowledge 

of God was viewed as a legitimate exercise of reason. The extremely popular and 

prestigious Gifford Lectures, for example, given at Edinburgh by foremost intellectuals 

beginning at the end of the 19th Century demonstrated the academic and popular 

legitimacy of the mission of natural theology; though those who gave the lectures did not 

always argue for the existence of God directly, they always discussed theological issues 

using reason and made efforts to reduce the amount of bias and assumptions necessary in 

discussions on the subject.  

Though the Gifford Lectures are an anachronistic example of natural theology for 

the sake of discussing Søren Kierkegaard, a Danish philosopher generally identified as 

the first existentialist philosopher, Danish theologians had taken to a similar tactic of 

“proving God’s existence” by the mid-19th Century. Kierkegaard was dismayed at the 

attempts of his predecessors and peers studying natural theology in order to try their own 

hand at quantifying and isolating God’s nature through rationalistic argumentation (as 

almost none of natural theology was truly empirical). Writing under a wide variety of 

pseudonyms, Kierkegaard argued that life, and God in particular, was not a simple 

enough subject to reduce to a logical formula or proof, especially in the style positivists 

and natural theologians desired.21  Kierkegaard drew a distinction in theology by 

examining the way humans are supposed to relate to divinity: namely, through faith. 

Kierkegaard observed the deleterious effects of rationalistic argumentation on the 

audience it was intended for; he found the general population rendered apathetic and 

unconcerned with creating a relationship with God, since God’s existence was 
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supposedly proven by these scholastic lectures which used metaphysical tricks in 

language and logic to suggest that God’s existence was implied by nature, and the like.22   

Examining the psychology of the believer in his seminal work Either/Or, 

Kierkegaard showed how natural theology’s reliance on reason, as an effort to remove 

doubt, undermines the purposes of both faith and reason, by noting that faith requires a 

healthy element of doubt for one’s beliefs to constitute faith. After all, if one has no 

reason to doubt something, there is no faith involved in the belief and no personal onus to 

establish a connection with God; also, the full use of reason should produce some doubt 

the existence of God, else it indicates an unhealthy suppression of reason and passivity in 

the individual’s religious temperament.23  Therefore, for internal consistency, 

Kierkegaard advocated that people take “a leap of faith,” believing in God despite having 

legitimately acknowledged one’s own rational doubts. Using faith as the mechanism for 

understanding God, Kierkegaard argued, is a more effective way for the individual to 

establish a meaningful religious experience and find a subjective truth which would be 

more valuable to the individual as an exercise in inquiry than a belief handed down from 

a scholastic professor of theology.24  Kierkegaard, in his style of religious existentialism, 

encourages the individual to embrace subjectivity, since personal attachment creates the 

necessary incentives to make a truth meaningful, and personal reflection enables an 

active understanding of one’s own relation to the world, where the scientific method is 

apt to make the individual feel insignificant and unconnected to the essential nature of the 

truth in question. With regard to the truth, Kierkegaard’s philosophy, as none had before, 

uniquely praised the virtues of subjectivity and denied the necessity of corroboration 

from outside, objective sources in confirming the individual’s conception of the world. 
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The Will to Power and the Will to Believe: Valuation of Truth 

While Kierkegaard was mostly concerned with the existential impacts of 

arguments masquerading as objective reason, Friedrich Nietzsche, perhaps the most 

important philosopher to the concept of truth since Kant, took Kierkegaard’s praise of 

subjectivity several steps farther. Throughout the course of his philosophy, Nietzsche 

criticized preceding scientists and philosophers for claiming to arrive at lofty, universal 

truths, based on a rational inquiry supposedly rendered impartial and objective by virtue 

of its attempts to minimize the number of assumptions required to formulate a logical 

proof. Nietzsche argued that humans bore all sorts of prejudices and biases, inherent in 

our processes of thought which guided inquiry without respect for an idea’s legitimacy or 

rationality; he claimed that humans exercise their subjective will to powerxi in accepting 

certain beliefs to be true and supporting arguments that advance those beliefs, though we 

claim to base our arguments on impartial, objective, and perfect reason. Nietzsche used 

skeptical empiricism to reject the possibility of truth at all by observing that propositions 

are practically impossible to ground in absolute impartiality or universally undeniable 

ends, given the subjective nature of our existence that influences reason with bias. 

Because we cannot all defer to a universal set of beliefs, perceptions, and experience, 

Nietzsche argued that we cannot hope to achieve a universal, non-contentious conception 

of truth through inquiry, and sought to totally undermine several absolute rationalistic 

inquiries to demonstrate the inconsistency in holding truth as a worthy goal of inquiry. 

                                                
xi Nietzsche’s conception of the will to power is problematic for the concept of objectivity in inquiry 
because it supplants truth with survival and power as the ends of inquiry. Nietzsche argues that the will to 
power is a subjective force that entangles our inquiry with human interests independent of rationality since 
we come to support our beliefs on the basis of their tendency to promote the survival of the philosopher’s 
worldview, rather than the belief’s tendency to correspond to reality, to which we have no reliable access 
without freeing our perspectives from subjectivity in the first place. 
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Though Rationalism had been temporarily rehabilitated by the work of Kant and 

Hegel in demonstrating the possibility of knowledge derived from reason, like Hume 

before him, Nietzsche undermined Rationalism in his criticism that the method of inquiry 

historically used by rationalistic philosophers was fallacious in its own presuppositions, 

aside from the belief in causation: “The fundamental faith of the metaphysicians is the 

faith in opposite values...For one may doubt, first, whether there are any opposites at all, 

and secondly whether these popular valuations and opposite values on which the 

metaphysicians put their seal, are not perhaps merely foreground estimates, only 

provisional perspectives, perhaps even from some nook, perhaps from below.”25  Both 

the “laws” of causation and identity that the scientific method relies on are flawed 

presumptions, according to Nietzsche; he claimed that since such fundamental beliefs 

about the nature of existence are assumed, they are not products of reason, but of the will 

to power. Even Kant, who worked so assiduously to bridge the gap between Rationalism 

and Empiricism, was victim of Nietzsche’s dismantling criticism; Nietzsche pointed out 

that Kant assumed the existence of a faculty for making synthetic, a priori judgments, 

tautologically evidenced by the notion that we do make such judgments, while he was 

trying to prove that they were possible in the first place.26  Nietzsche showed repeatedly 

that even reason or a method of inquiry as secure as the scientific method itself can be 

riddled with faulty assumptions or biases made subconsciously by the will to power, 

which diminishes the value of such inquiry's conclusions; that no historical philosophy 

has gone unrefuted and deemed true is a testament to that fact.  

In Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche writes in the chapter, “The Genealogy of 

Morals,” that the public’s essentially Christian conception of morality has been informed 
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by its own will to power, rather than the rational formulation of metaphysically evident 

principles like Kant’s categorical imperative (which was written as a rationalistic 

justification for the golden rule, already in Christian doctrine). The “slave revolt in 

morality” rendered moral characteristics invoking mastery like power, pride, lust, 

strength, and greed, low and immoral (even deadly sins), while subservient qualities like 

humility, meekness, generosity, and compliance were publicly lauded as high and 

desirable qualities. Nietzsche characterized the proponents of such a morality as a herd of 

sheep or slaves, using the power of public opinion to establish a moral system that could 

protect themselves against the potential abuses of the master class. Nietzsche claimed the 

true failure was the master class of men’s adherence to such an inversion, a failure to 

exercise their own will to power fully. However, Nietzsche achieved his aim of 

discrediting a system of truth previously taken dogmatically by virtue of critical 

examination: a primary function of rationality. Indeed, the will to power also bears a 

strong resemblance to rationality’s function of best adapting available means to ends; the 

ends are simply power and survival. In achieving this end, Nietzsche believed that the 

will to power would have to destroy the dogmatisms that were sapping humanity’s 

strength and energy and turning men into sheep and slaves.  

In his introduction to Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche wittily jibed, “Supposing 

truth is a woman—what then?...What is certain is that she has not allowed herself to be 

won—and today every kind of dogmatism is left standing dispirited and discouraged. If it 

is left standing at all!”27  Despite the fact that almost all “dogmatic” philosophies have 

rightly fallen due to their lack of objectivity and universality, Nietzsche recognized the 

eventual problem that would result in his total devaluation of truth. Nietzsche, though 
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obsessed with undermining flawed rationalist conceptions of truth, correctly predicted 

that nihilism and relativism were the likely but unacceptable subsequent philosophies that 

would emerge in a world lacking dogma. Since truth was a survival mechanism, an 

absence of artificially and dogmatically supplied truth would amount to a total lack of 

framework by which humans could make assertions or assert positive values without 

offending an equally illegitimate claim to truth. Indeed, Nietzsche famously claimed that 

the advance of science had shown that God was dead, and that since Christian morality 

failed to make life meaningful on earth, the potential skepticism in the possibility of an 

afterlife could be debilitating. Such relativistic and even nihilistic uncertainty (and 

furthermore, the derivative unwillingness to make attempts at certainty) was a dire 

possibility of Nietzsche’s philosophy, if Nietzsche’s supposed “philosopher of the future” 

did not arise to assign public values and ethics for those incapable of exercising their own 

will to power. 

Nietzsche vehemently argued that simply accepting relativism as inevitable, and 

losing confidence in one's own opinions and values, would prove disastrous: “there may 

actually be puritanical fanatics of conscience who prefer even a certain nothing to an 

uncertain something to lie down on—and die. But this is nihilism and the sign of a 

despairing mortally weary soul—however courageous the gestures of such a virtue may 

look.”28  Nietzsche's true preference, which he freely admitted might be too much to ask, 

was for a person of simultaneously perfect subjectivity and objectivity (which Nietzsche 

would not have considered opposites, but gradations of perspective) to rise in power; 

such a person, the philosopher of the future, would not adopt the dogmatisms or 

prejudices that prevent one from understanding that all statements of fact or truth are 
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merely assertions of value. Such a philosopher of the future would not be constrained in 

his or her revaluation of ideas by the fear of the bias or prejudice; rather, philosophers of 

the future would willingly embrace the non-universality of their conclusions. Nietzsche 

claimed that a philosopher of the future would effectively assign values consistent with 

the will to power because he or she would be unconcerned with making a public case for 

their adoption: “Are these coming philosophers new friends of 'truth'? That is probable 

enough, for all philosophers so far have loved their truths. But they will certainly not be 

dogmatists. It must offend their pride, also their taste, if their truth is supposed to be a 

truth for everyman—which has so far been the secret wish and hidden meaning of all 

dogmatic aspirations.”29  Mirroring Plato’s philosophy, Nietzsche noted the tension that 

arises between philosophy and politics once the philosopher is required to convince 

others that he or she is correct; while Plato thought that the philosopher would probably 

have found objective truth too difficult for the masses to understand, Nietzsche thought 

that the public was historically predisposed to hear an objective truth and could not 

stomach the truths the philosopher of the future would offer. 

Nietzsche ascribed a political motive to previous philosophers, including Plato 

himself, stating that their mission was the advancement of their opinions (which is really 

their will to power), rather than the discovery of objective knowledge, as they claimed; 

“[philosophers] all pose as if they had discovered and reached their real opinions through 

self-development of a cold, pure, divinely unconcerned dialectic (as opposed to the 

mystics of every rank, who are more honest and doltish—and talk of “inspiration”; while 

at the bottom it is an assumption, a hunch, indeed a kind of “inspiration”...that they 

defend with reasons they have sought after the fact.”30  According to Nietzsche, 
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philosophers would not even have been at fault if they were willing to admit that such 

was their procedure, allowing others to evaluate those claims on such a basis; putting on 

airs of objectivity and pure rationality conflates such ideas with a misleading and 

undeserved sense of objectivity and impartiality. “We suspect every thinker who ‘wants 

to prove something’—that the conclusions that ought to be the result of their most 

rigorous reflection were always settled from the start.”31  It is precisely this sense of rigor 

and universality that allowed these philosophers’ opinions to become perceived as 

philosophical dogmas, rather than the subjective evaluations they truly were; indeed, 

Nietzsche identified the roots of truthiness in philosophyxii. Once truthiness becomes 

dogmatized, its adherents invariably encounter conflicting evidence and experience, and 

are dejected by virtue of having believed so fervently and absolutely in the first place; 

after the dogmatisms fall, there is nothing to satiate the public’s appetite for truth, leaving 

only relativism and nihilism to take over. Nietzsche ominously predicted that society 

would devolve into a population of “last men” who do not care about greater truths or 

virtue, having “invented happiness” for themselves to delight in; these last men are 

essentially the modern liberal, who subscribes to relativism and undermines his own 

ability to create meaning, but satisfies themselves with meaningless commercialism and 

existential happiness. These “last men” were the products of democracy gone awry with 

too much acceptance and not enough will to power. 

                                                
xii Though Nietzsche found that philosophers argued for statements they wished to be true before their 
investigations began, this is only a sort of truthiness; by its definition, truthiness refers to the distortion of 
facts, and insofar as philosophers asserted their conclusions as objective truth, the label may apply. 
However, Nietzsche thought that some scientists and philosophers provided some value by laboring to 
establish useful facts in the process of advancing their synthesized arguments. 
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In America at the end of the 19th Century, a group of philosophers known as the 

pragmatists emerged, who also recognized the deleterious impact of dogmatism, and the 

even more destructive impact of nihilism, on public belief. In an atmosphere reminiscent 

of a scientific crusade for truth, Charles Sanders Peirce wrote on topics as diverse as 

statistics, mathematics, logic, epistemology, metaphysics, ethics, and aesthetics, and his 

inventive philosophy found a remarkable way of unifying these distinct disciplines. 

Though his “principle of Pragmatism” would eventually provide a framework for 

individuals to hold a wide number of beliefs as truths, Peirce claimed that the concept of 

belief had no place in science; because Peirce thought beliefs were held only for the 

purpose of action, he claimed that in the context of a removed, scientific examination, 

where there is no such interest in action, scientists ought to be so flexible enough with 

any proposition that experience would be the only qualification, leaving out the concept 

of belief altogether, never mind truth.32  The assertion that beliefs are held for the 

exclusive purpose of acting upon them in the context of reality formed the foundation of 

pragmatic thought, analogous to Nietzsche’s concept of the will to power; both 

interpreted the truth of an idea on the basis of its tendency to promote survival (though 

Nietzsche’s conception of how beliefs enabled survival was radically different from the 

pragmatic notion). Aside from Peirce, the most famous pragmatists of the period were 

William James, a famous pioneer in the field of Psychology, and John Dewey, who 

enjoyed similar intellectual renown for his work in the social sciences. Though all three 

had unique interpretations of the pragmatic concept of truth, they each shared the view of 

the function of belief as strictly informing one’s capacity to act in the world.xiii 

                                                
xiii Since the Pragmatists had disparate views on some subjects, I will use their particular name if their 
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Just as belief is pragmatically meant to describe the action performed by an 

individual attempting to comprehend the world, truth is a concept that is only used 

pragmatically to describe when a belief proved to be a good adaptation to the individual’s 

experience in the world. As James wrote in his seminal philosophic text Pragmatism, 

“True ideas are those that we can assimilate, validate, corroborate and verify. False ideas 

are those that we cannot.”33  In making such a determination, the pragmatic method is 

necessary to determine the true costs and benefits of adopting a given idea; as James 

described it, “the pragmatic method…is to try to interpret each notion by tracing its 

respective practical consequences. What difference would it practically make to anyone if 

this notion rather than this notion were true?  If no practical difference whatever can be 

traced, then the alternatives mean practically the same thing and all dispute is idle.”34 

Indeed, tracing the consequences of accepting one alternative or usually other involves 

understanding what is meant by the contentious terms contained within a proposition. 

Because the variability and plasticity of language allowed for the logical deduction of 

many conflicting propositions, pragmatism’s examination of the consequences of 

accepting an idea as true or false enables the inquirer to circumvent the frequent conflicts 

in rationalistic conclusions, which made the varying attempts at objective truth appear 

ironically subjective and irrespective of rationality. Along the same lines, pragmatism 

examines the personal consequences of accepting an idea as true or false, and 

acknowledges the default conservatism of one’s prior beliefs; as such, an idea which 

displaces many of one’s prior beliefs without making up for the loss in the practical 

consequences of accepting it as true (like Descartes’ deceiving demon, for example) 

                                                                                                                                            
thought differs in any way from the rest of the group, and use the term “pragmatic” for group ideas. 
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would be rejected. Essentially, pragmatism is a metaphysical tool for the individual to use 

to determine whether or not they could accept an idea as true or false, mirroring 

Nietzsche’s will to power in its capacity for promoting survival, though pragmatism 

operates on a more personal level.  

Truth was seen by the pragmatists as a personal action of acceptance and 

assimilation, contrary to the rationalist notion that truth was objective and independent of 

human inquiry. Rationalism required that truth remain objective and external, or else its 

claim to legitimacy (its supposed universality) would be undermined by the lack of a 

common warrant for individuals to accept a rationalistically contrived idea.xiv  While 

Rationalism pays close attention to the assumptions and roots of an idea because of the 

importance of establishing a universal logical grounding for rationalistic ideas to be taken 

seriously, pragmatism holds “the attitude of looking away from first things, principles, 

‘categories,’ supposed necessities; and of looking towards last things, fruits, 

consequences, facts.”35  James noted the objections of rationalists, who claimed that it 

amounted to the sort of easy relativism of ideas Nietzsche feared; though pragmatism 

involves an element of selection, the pragmatists defended pragmatism’s respect for facts 

by arguing that pragmatism could not deny fact in favor of whatever belief would prove 

most advantageous at any given moment because the “cash-value” of an idea would be 

greatly diminished if it could not be eventually redeemed and verified by those who 

would see a discrepancy between the fact and the belief.36  Because all our beliefs must 

be verifiable at least in the contexts where they become useful, beliefs contradictory to 

                                                
xiv As Nietzsche noted, rationalists requires adherents to prove the objectivity of their conclusions, and 
therefore make efforts to get their ideas accepted by others, while Pragmatism is designed for the individual 
to develop his or her own philosophy, rather than adopt someone else’s. 
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facts would necessarily lose value as they are inadequate and unhelpful descriptions of 

the world. 

Pragmatism is extremely empirical in its style of relying on experience for 

guidance in how well an idea can be adopted. That which scientists often label “an 

accepted truth,” Peirce described as a “proposition to which no competent man today 

demurs,” qualifying the statement with temporality since his work in statistics made him 

wary of the possibilities of error in judgment and measurement, which necessitated that 

scientists revise their theories upon discovery of an error.37  As Peirce was apt to show 

through statistics, repeated attempts in inquiry was the most reliable method of reducing 

error; as such, the pragmatists advocated the willingness to test one’s ideological 

hypotheses in experience, even if doing so required making errors in the process of 

experimentation, which Dewey, in particular, strongly advocated. Pragmatism recognizes 

that our personal frames of reference are inescapable, though it noted that these frames of 

reference can be minimized to the point where any potential bias loses its influence 

through use of the scientific method, which represented the most objective form of 

inquiry available. However, in science, where the only goal of inquiry is a precise, 

objective description of natural phenomena, having to recast one’s theories is not so 

painful, unlike human experience where finding one’s worldview inadequate may involve 

attempts at suicide or depression.xv   

Because not all experience is uniform, and because we are all subjective, distinct 

entities with different predispositions and proclivities that determine how we ought to 

                                                
xv James, himself, fought a long battle with suicidal depression, and saw pragmatism as a necessary 
mechanism for ensuring his own survival, by adopting thoughts would best promote his psychological 
welfare and the consistency of his worldview. 
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organize our beliefs, James’ pragmatic empirics do not rely too heavily on 

experimentation in forming our more influential and contentious beliefs. Errors are 

committed all the time, even in the pragmatic method, and if an error would gravely 

shock one’s beliefs, either because the idea was factually inaccurate or simply overly 

biased, the notion would not have been pragmatically worth the gambit. As such, 

pragmatism assimilates all sorts of rationalistic, religious, and non-rational ideas that are 

less likely to be disproved with experience, yet confer distinct psychological benefits. In 

James’ Varieties of Religious Experience, his psychological exposition on the impacts of 

religion on the mind, he wrote, “we shall see how infinitely passionate a thing religion at 

its highest flights can be. Like love, like wrath, like hope, ambition, jealousy, like every 

other instinctive eagerness and impulse, it adds to life an enchantment which is not 

rationally or logically deducible from anything else.”38  Even though pragmatism’s style 

of inquiry is somewhat incompatible with Rationalism’s style of inquiry, it willingly 

assimilates ideas with less of a basis in experience, so long as they have an appreciable 

value. 

The Twentieth Century: Truth’s Stock Plummets 

 Though pragmatism made objective truths seem irrelevant as a concept, science’s 

pursuit of objective truths never ceased; if anything the interest in the field of rational 

inquiry only grew at the turn of the 20th Century. Max Weber, an influential German 

philosopher and sociologist, notably discussed the field of science in his speech, Science 

as a Vocation. Weber primarily observed the historical trend of reason dominating 

culture and society, claiming that “the fate of our times is characterized by rationalization 

and intellectualization and, above all, by the ‘disenchantment of the world.’”39  
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Rationalization, seen as the process of dispelling the pragmatic myths that kept the world 

“enchanting,” did not necessarily imply that individuals in society are retaining more 

knowledge about technical subjects; instead, Weber claimed that the potential to use 

inquiry to discover the answer to any such scientific question has brought a loss of 

mystery about the world, leading to a state of intellectual arrogance where men did not 

have to defer to anything beyond themselves to understand the universe. Weber argued 

that this arrogance came with a pitfall, in that science cannot provide meaning for the 

only questions which matter: “‘what shall we do, and how shall we live,’” questions 

Weber attributed to Tolstoy.40  Despite misgivings about science’s ability to 

fundamentally satisfy man’s curiosities (because science cannot argue for its own 

importance or relevance), Weber noted the instrumentality of science in achieving 

technological process, a valuable goal for the way it increases efficiency in the other 

aspects of life.  

Weber passionately argued that science was a calling for those who did not mind 

only assuming a position in the great history of scientific intellectualization, risking the 

possibility that their work become obsolete in a matter of years; he contrasted science 

with art, “Scientific work is chained to the course of progress; whereas in the realm of art 

there is no progress in the same sense.”41  Because science could not impose or determine 

what is of value, Weber argued, scientists ought to remain objective and abstain from 

such considerations, only educating students with the same rationalistic attitude of 

science chained to progress, leaving those normative decisions to those who have chosen 

politics as a vocation:  
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One can only demand of the teacher that he have the intellectual integrity to see 
that it is one thing to state facts, to determine mathematical or logical relations or 
the internal structure of cultural values, while it is another thing to answer 
questions of the value of culture and its individual contents and the question of 
how one should act in the cultural community and in political associations.42 

 
Science does not effectively establish meaning for Weber, and as such should not be 

called upon for questions of that nature, but science accomplishes three important goals: 

technological advancement, methodology in inquiry, and clarity.xvi   

 Regarding the other meaningful fields of inquiry, such as politics and philosophy, 

Weber noted the presuppositions that are inherent in each field. These fields, though 

driven by reason, bear fundamental biases about their own self-worth and the proper end 

of inquiry; for example, Weber discussed theology as a science, though with the assumed 

end of its inquiry as the protection of sacred values: 

All theology represents an intellectual rationalization of the possession of sacred 
values. No science is absolutely free from presuppositions, and no science can 
prove its fundamental value to the person who rejects these presuppositions. 
Every theology, however, adds a few specific presuppositions for its work and 
thus for the justification of its existence. Their meaning and scope vary. Every 
theology…presupposes that the world must have a meaning, and the question is 
how to interpret this meaning so that it is intellectually conceivable.43 
 

The normative fields, for Weber, have value in their ability to establish meaning, though 

they often impose subjective values and codes of conduct to satisfy the mythologies 

forming the basis for their existence. Science must never fall to such subjectivity, Weber 

urged, and its duty lay in this relentless pursuit of facts so that it could fulfill the position 

in inquiry it has always maintained. 

                                                
xvi The clarity conferred by an understanding of science is reminiscent of philosophical self-awareness, 
whereby a person is able “to give himself an account of the ultimate meaning of his own conduct,” in 
Weber’s words.  
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Weber was more afraid of populations of Nietzschean “last men” than he was 

afraid of strong, nationalistic communities striving for meaning, even if subjective and 

fictional. Weber observed the “disenchantment of the world,” and like Nietzsche, thought 

that some sense of meaning was more pragmatically necessary than objectivity and the 

faithful protection of facts and scientific principles. In his speeches on the normative 

fields, Politics as a Vocation in particular, Weber advocated strong individual leadership, 

even at the cost of some subjectivity; “to take a stand, to be passionate--ira et studium--is 

the politician's element, and above all the element of the political leader.”44  Weber 

argued that formulations of justice be advanced only for the sake of solidifying power, 

and recommended that private interests be advanced by entities as vast as the state, a term 

Weber helped to define as the exclusive legitimate purveyor of force. Weber advocated 

the use of force for the sake of nationalistic glory, as opposed to the mild acceptance of 

other cultures Nietzsche’s “last men” would prefer. Some might say that Weber laid the 

intellectual framework for the rise of the Nazi party under Hitler, because of his advocacy 

for strong power wielded by the state in advancement of its interests. Weber observed the 

importance in choosing a set of values for a politician:   

The final result of political action often, no, even regularly, stands in completely 
inadequate and often even paradoxical relation to its original meaning. This is 
fundamental to all history, a point not to be proved in detail here. But because of 
this fact, the serving of a cause must not be absent if action is to have inner 
strength. Exactly what the cause, in the service of which the politician strives for 
power and uses power, looks like is a matter of faith. The politician may serve 
national, humanitarian, social, ethical, cultural, worldly, or religious ends. The 
politician may be sustained by a strong belief in 'progress'--no matter in which 
sense--or he may coolly reject this kind of belief. He may claim to stand in the 
service of an 'idea' or, rejecting this in principle, he may want to serve external 
ends of everyday life. However, some kind of faith must always exist. Otherwise, 
it is absolutely true that the curse of the creature's worthlessness overshadows 
even the externally strongest political successes.45  
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Characterized by the difference between public administrator and public leader, Weber 

thought that leaders must boldly lead forward, energizing a people, whereas an 

administrator must remain faithful to the ultimate ends advanced by their position. In the 

same way, scientists work towards the ultimate ends of society by working in ultimate 

subject matters, whereas politicians, who lead subjective battles, must have some kind of 

subjective cause at which to direct their energies.  

In the style of the scientists Weber described working to find truth in service of 

the ultimate ends of society, G.E. Moore, Bertrand Russell, and Ludwig Wittgenstein 

formed the Analytic school in philosophy in the early 20th Century. Coming from 

scientific vocations which sought to understand the principles of mathematics, science, 

language, logic, and philosophy, the Analytics sought to find objective knowledge 

through a sophisticated understanding of the ordered rules they saw governing each field; 

in a sense, it was a revitalization of Positivism, using scientific experimentation and 

logical empiricism as the method for discerning facts about the universe. Indeed, they 

opposed pragmatism directly on many occasions, arguing for the possibility of absolute 

and permanent knowledge, by virtue of the fixity of the rules they examined, where 

pragmatists argued that there was too much fluidity of human nature to ever establish 

objective knowledge.46  However, the positivists were closer to the pragmatic tradition 

than they first appear; these thinkers were problem solvers, primarily, and they thought 

they had found satisfactorily universal answers (with the help of their common tool, the 

scientific method) on several occasions where pragmatists would only defer to private 

uncertainty. Because the positivists were generally convincing to the public, which was 
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impressed by the possibilities of science in the 20th Century, Positivism spread as 

pragmatism diminished. Especially in light of the destructive powers of “experimental” 

decision-making in World War I (where world leaders thought they would test the limits 

of alliances to disastrous results), Positivism took the place of uncertainty and 

experimentation. 

Of particular consequence, Wittgenstein discussed our ideas of objective truth in 

the context of the language-games that convey the propositions that we evaluate for 

veracity. Along with Moore and Russell, Wittgenstein began his career supporting a form 

of the correspondence theory of truth that they had made more rigorous by requiring that 

a proposition be isomorphic with the fact at hand; in essence, the analytics required that 

truth be an exact representation of reality, however Wittgenstein later recognized the fact 

that knowledge, often defined as a justified true belief, was too high a standard to achieve 

through human inquiry, given the way language games influence the way we formulate 

such propositions.47  After all, if some outside verification process to verify if the truth of 

a belief existed, the inquiry would not be necessary in the first place; in an attempt to 

restore the value of inquiry, Wittgenstein rejected knowledge as inquiry's goal in favor of 

certainty, and sidestepped the possibility of objective truth in the process. Though 

subjective certainty is relatively useless for establishing a public consensus, Wittgenstein 

finds objective certainty, a “groundless, logical, nonepistemic certainty,” sufficient for 

inquiry's purposes.48  Calling his friend Moore’s attempt at knowledge through the senses 

groundless demonstrates that Wittgenstein recognized the skeptic objection to empirical 

sensory data, though at the same time, Wittgenstein claimed that grounds were not 

necessary so long as the certainty was ground in logic. After all, if an assertion was 
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logical and had no counter-warrant to suggest that one not adopt it as a belief, the value 

of the statement was the same, but with the onus of proof on the skeptic.  

Wittgenstein's preference for certainty derives from his analysis of the “language-

game,” which inhibits perfect rationality and objectivity by placing the impediment of a 

subjective perspective on ideas by forcing them to be communicated with imperfect 

symbols, though the ideas themselves are capable of perfect objectivity. As such, 

Wittgenstein shows that the rules which allow our language-games to operate emerged as 

a result of the necessities of objective, factual, material reality, rather than rationalistic 

deliberation and decision; “Indeed, doesn't it seem obvious that the possibility of a 

language-game is conditioned by certain facts?”  Since there are always the arbitrary 

conditions of material facts to influence even our rationalistic modes of thought, the 

grounds for knowledge cannot be universal; that even rational thought, which operates in 

language-games, is influenced by the material, non-rational facts of our existence which 

gave rise to the necessity of language rules out the possibility of a perfect consensus 

regarding knowledge, but not certainty, according to Wittgenstein. Wittgenstein’s 

solution was to acknowledge the rules of a language game, and study them in order to 

allow for operation within those rules and the rehabilitation of inquiry, even if it does not 

constitute objective knowledge. The positivists were problem solvers; they recognized 

that there was a problem with language-games, but worked to figure out the way they 

operated in order to compensate for the bias they impose. By understanding our own 

biases, we can work to minimize their influence, just as the pragmatists asserted. 

Pragmatism had already laid the foundation for a generally more relativistic view 

of truth in the public, even though pragmatism properly understood does not allow for 
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much arbitrary decision-making. Following pragmatism and Nietzsche’s influential 

destruction of objectivism, at the start of the 20th Century, moral relativism and 

existentialism were being formally espoused as critiques on the concept of objective 

truth.49  Buttressed by evidence of roving anthropologists examining various strange 

cultures, moral relativists argued that the sheer multiplicity of various cultures indicated 

that none held a superior moral claim compared to any other. Relativists found one’s 

environment to be determinative of the standards and mores a culture would develop, and 

since no randomly determined environment could prove legitimate objective grounds for 

developing a system of any qualitative sort, relativists found moral arguments to have no 

weight and advocated equal acceptance of other conflicting value systems, as Nietzsche 

predicted they would. Relativists, in losing faith in the value of their own beliefs, derived 

less of the benefits philosophy confers, like epistemic certainty, morality, and aesthetics, 

and so on. For relativists, everyone could have their truth; the cost was cheap, but so was 

its value. 

Nihilists took the significance of Nietzsche’s destruction of objectivism more 

fully than relativists, who advocated a liberal sort of passive acceptance; nihilists went so 

far as to argue that no moral code existed at all, and that formulations of truth were 

impossible and therefore valueless, not just suffering from a bad case of inflation, as in 

the case of relativism. In the wake of the 20th Century’s brutal World Wars and 

genocides, and the breakdown of Positivism, Nihilists denied the outright possibility of 

any objective truths, seeing how fallible man had demonstrated himself to be recently, 

and rejected the authority of any efforts to attempt to impose a value system, wary of 

totalitarianism. Nihilists had lost all the functionality of philosophy as a result; nihilists 
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oversimplified Nietzsche’s arguably rational critique of truth as a means to achieving 

ends that were profoundly irrational, since they rejected the authority of reason in 

discovering the nature of ideal ends. Those attempts had failed profoundly. Though 

nihilists found no comfort or faith in nothingness, existentialists like Jean-Paul Sartre 

found a certain sense of comfort in the lack of meaning in the universe; the fact that the 

universe imposed no values made existentialists feel free to do whatever they chose, 

though faith in one’s own values was necessary to accommodate any existential 

existence. However, existentialism and nihilism were both stubbornly independent 

philosophies, and did not lend themselves to public inquiry or the possibility of achieving 

a public conception of truth. 

After two World Wars, the Cold War made Marx’s form of Hegelianism appear 

particularly prescient, and the Western world fought its ideological fight in the political 

sphere. As with an increasing amount of philosophical issues, the debate over the 

meaning of truth was being fought out in the context of the Cold War; the West was 

fighting for the importance of individual autonomy, free speech, and intellectual freedom, 

while the Soviets thought they had found the historical end of objective reason in the 

form of the communist state. Indeed, the threat of communism was a unifying force for 

the West, largely encouraging cohesion between those with similar basic ideals and 

values. Despite notable exceptions such as McCarthyism, the artificial unity imposed by 

the context of the Cold War distracted people from the deep ideological crisis in truth that 

society had yet to work through; Positivism had turned to solving another problem: the 

threat of communism. The threat of communism provided an excuse for politicians to 

unite on common political interests, but new divisions grew within society as its varied 
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interests became more obviously diverse, and America became more liberal in its 

attempts to integrate of all of its members; the 1960s marked a period of unprecedented 

social upheaval and the promulgation of liberal principles of acceptance, and some 

degree of moral relativism. The general population was driven by their ability to form a 

consensus about important social issues, positions which were argued to be objective 

facts about social fairness. These limited solidarities in the 20th Century were fostered by 

the goal of solving the conflict, however, once the United States made progress on many 

of its social problems and the Cold War ended, political parties arguably intensified their 

manipulation of belief and misleading rhetoric in advancing their partisan political 

causes; solidarity was not to be found in the more divisive issues that each party was left 

advancing after many of these issues appeared resolved. 

Though I have skipped many important philosophers and philosophic issues in the 

course of this summary of the history of philosophy, I hope I have effectively traced the 

history of philosophy’s affair with truth; its most recent act has left one wondering 

whether or not truth will be rehabilitated, or whether or not those who would wish to 

abuse the idea of truth to their own advantage could be stopped from wielding such a 

dangerously manipulative tool. I have glossed over the latest parts of the 20th Century 

because the events contained within will be used as evidence of the growing 

commoditization of truth in later chapters. The purpose of the summation was to establish 

the philosophic ideas that informed at least my own opinion of truth, which, in the end, is 

merely an explanation for the attitude I will take to bear on the issue of the crisis in truth. 

I cannot pretend to believe that the majority of society has any conception of the 

philosophical antecedents to their own time; however, I do believe that this history in 
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philosophy has slowly compounded inside the public’s consciousness, and though the 

ideas may not be explicit, I contend that there is some level of recognition that bears on 

the public’s standards and requirements in public debate and inquiry, which in turn 

allows for the manipulation of truth. Regardless, as the pragmatists would contend, it is 

not necessarily the antecedent roots of an event that matters, but its fruits. It is clear that 

some commoditization of truth has occurred through the confluence of some forces in our 

philosophical history, and we can examine the way truth is treated in today’s climate of 

public inquiry and make conclusions based on current trends. Perhaps the relevance of 

this project is currently accentuated by the recent actions of those in power, and a later 

cast of political and economic actors will change the way truth is treated, but it seems as 

though these trends have been the product of long, gradual trends in the fundamental way 

we think about solving problems and engaging in inquiry, and as such, is not likely to 

change with the casting of a ballot or the changing of a television channel. In the 

subsequent chapters, I will examine several issues and debates that have followed this 

pattern I have identified, beginning with the longtime controversy over Darwinism, 

where private preferences have long battled against the value of truth. Perhaps only a 

fundamental shift in attitude can redeem the value of truth, if this is even socially 

desirable, a question which will also be examined. 
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